Of wisdom and mystic

Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev appeals to all through his scientific approach

MYSTIC'S MUSINGS is a book that satisfies the quest to discover the spiritual aspect of life, through the wisdom of an enlightened master. The book intrigues the reader for self-assessment, as the author dwells upon the various aspects of life, death, rebirth, suffering and karma. Moving beyond the conventional definitions of morality, religion and spirituality the author candidly provokes his reader to delve into the reality of life.

A delegate to the United Nations Millenium Peace Summit and a member of the World Council of Religious Leaders, the author of Mystic Musings, Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev is gifted with spiritual radiance. An internationally renowned theologian Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev works tirelessly with hundreds and thousands of volunteers and eminent leaders of the world to impart the goals established therein. Unlike most gurus, Sandhuguru Jaggi Vasudev is scientific in his approach, making a clear departure from traditional ways of sermonising and preaching.

Commenting on the book Shobit Arya, Publisher, Wisdom Tree says, "When you listen to a mystic, don't think... don't try to know... don't cross examine with your logical mind... just be and let the magical moments envelope you, just let the ultimate truth find you."

Wisdom tree has also published Sadhguru's book Encounter The Enlightenment. Both these books are part of their effort to create books that are Indian in essence and global in appeal.

With literary agents representing all Wisdom Tree authors and books worldwide, publishers in Brazil, Spain and Indonesia are now translating their books, which represent the Indian culture.
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